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ABOUT
TANZANIA

Tanzania’s biggest drawcard, besides the mighty Mt Kilimanjaro, is its
wildlife. 34% of the country is dedicated to national park land and
game reserves. These wilderness areas are home to 20% of Africa’s
large mammals and an impressive 50% of Africa’s lions.

The Serengeti is the most well-known safari location in Tanzania. Every
year, tourists flock to the national park to watch the great migration;
the movement of wildebeest who travel around the country, following
the rains.

But there is also plenty to see in Tanzania's smaller national parks.
You'll see all the same animals you might come across in the larger
reserves, but they’re in a more concentrated area. You're also unlikely
to run into another person for miles. 

Another reason people flock to Tanzania is for its gorgeous beaches,
particularly those on the shores of Zanzibar. After a safari on the
mainland, it’s the perfect place to wind down.



NORTHERN SERENGETI

WHERE TO GO

Between August and October , the
migration of wildebeests put on an epic
show as they cross the Mara River . The
high concentration of calves attract
packs of predators including lions and
leopards . For a true safari experience ,
stay in a Bush Rover with local safari
company , Tent With A View . 

LAKE VICTORIA
One of the African Great Lakes and the
chief reservoir of the Nile , Lake Victoria
(also known as Victoria Nyanza) is a hub
for wildlife . Spot hippos , elephants and
an incredible array of birdlife . 

The lake covers an whopping 26 ,828
square miles (69 ,484 square km), with
plenty of accommodation on its shores ,
incluinding the charming Little Okavango
Camp just 15 minutes from the Serengeti
Ndabaka Gate . SAADANI NATIONAL PARK

Perched on the east coast of Tanzania ,
bordered by the Indian Ocean , Saadani
National Park is one of the country 's smallest
nature reserves .

On inland game drives , keep an eye out for
giraffes , buffaloes , warthogs and wildebeests .
While lazing on the beach , don 't be alarmed
if a family of elephants strolls past . 

Simply Saadani just north of the national
park is a great base for exploring the
surrounding area .

ZANZIBAR
The island of Zanzibar is a fascinating
place to visit with plenty to keep you
occupied . The capital , Stone Town , is a
mixture of all the countries that have
governed the island including Oman ,
India , Jordan , Britain and Portugal . 

Around the island , you can go horse
riding on the beach , diving and
snorkeling , take a boat trip out to go
whale or dolphin-watching or just laze
around on the sand . 

MT KILIMANJARO

Ready for a real challenge? Take on the
summit hike to the top of Africa 's tallest
mountain (5 ,896m !) . This iconic hike takes
anywehere between 7-14 days to complete
with three main routes to choose from . 

These days , there are dozens of trekking
companies to make the journey with but
opting for a reputable local provider is
advisable . Conditions can be tough , weather
can be unpredictable and altitude sickness
can hit at any moment , but if you 're up for
the challenge , the view from the top is a
worthy reward/



SAFARI IN
TANZANIA

If you 're looking for a totally

unique , immersive safari

experience , you can 't look past

Tent With A View .

This luxury safari tour and

accommodation provider offers

completely personalised safari

experiences across six properties in

Tanzania . 

At Travel Counsellors , they are our

go-to supplier for Tanzanian safaris .

Whether it ’s your first safari or your

tenth , you ’ll be blown away by the

level of service , quality of

accommodation and feeling of

utter exclusivity that Tent With A

View provides .

CHOOSING THE RIGHT
TOUR OPERATOR FOR YOU



TENT WITH A VIEW BUSH
ROVER SUITES

PLACES TO STAY

These luxury safari vehicles are
completely kitted out to provide a hotel-
like experience in the middle of nowhere .
Perched atop a Land Rover , your spacious
safari tent has electricity , hot water , a
full-size bed (no blow up mattresses
here), and all the comforts you ’d expect
in a hotel . Johnny still can ’t decide what
the best feature is : the balcony
overlooking the Serengeti , the private
bath tub or the fully-flushing toilet that
saves you from having to do your
business in the bush .

SIMPLY SAADANI

Bordering the Indian ocean , Simply Saadani
is a great spot for families with plenty of
activities to keep kids entertained . 
Elephants are known for wandering around
the camp , knocking over coconut trees , but
you ’ll also see bush babies and antelope
passing through . 
Saadani is 100 kilometres from the nearest
town , so you get a true sense of remoteness .
The property has a private airstrip , but the
bouncy drive in through the villages is just as
fun .

SABLE MOUNTAIN LODGE
Set on the Beho Beho Hills above Selous
Game Reserve Sable Mountain Lodge
offers a resort-feel in the middle of the
wilderness . The surrounding area is
perhaps the best place in Africa to see
wild dog .
Twelve stone cottages overlook the
rolling hills below . They ’re spaced apart
so you truly feel as if you have the place
to yourself . Guests can cool off in the
freshwater swimming pool , enjoy a G&T
at the bush pub before dinner , and tuck
into a delicious meal under the stars .

THE ZANZIBARI
This boutique hotel on the north-eastern tip of the island is where most visitors stay for a few
days of relaxation after the excitement of a safari on the mainland . Spread across seven acres of
land , there are only eight rooms , two suites with private plunge pools and one family villa . The
rooms are surrounded by beautifully landscaped gardens with the crystal clear water lapping
along the pure white sand just metres away .



NEED TO
KNOW

02 LANGUAGE
Tanzanian people speak Swahili,
but are also taught English in
most schools. Some Indo-
European languages including
Hindustani, Portuguese, French,
and Gujarati are also spoken. 

03 WIFI &
INTERNET
Many safari lodges and hotels
may have limited WiFi. SIM cards
can be purchased at the airport.
SMILE Tanzania is a fast 4G
network that offers decent
coverage throughout the
country.

04 ADAPTER
There are two associated plug
types, types D and G. Plug type
D has three round pins in a
triangular pattern. Plug type G
has two flat parallel pins and a
grounding pin. Tanzania
operates on a 230V supply
voltage and 50Hz.

05 GETTING
AROUND
Ride share services like Uber are
available in Tanzania's cities.
Taxis are also common but
prices vary depending on
location. Organising transport
through your hotel concierge is
the best option. Alternatively,
you can book day trips or multi-
day tours with tour providers
who also include transfers. 

06

SAFETY
Common sense goes a long way
in Africa. Tanzanian people are
generally friendly and extremely
accommodating, however, in
popular tourist areas, it's best to
exercise caution as you would in
any major European city.

01 CURRENCY
The official currency is the
Tanzanian Shilling. As of July
2020, 1 Pound Sterling = 2,900
Tanzanian Shillings. US dollars
are also widely accepted. Credit
cards may be accepted in major
cities but cash is the prefered
methd of payment. 
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